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[A]BOUT
Atlantic Group; the hospitality house with a tenacious
reputation for creating smashing experiences unmatched
by any other (i.e. the herd).
Cementing our black sheep status within the industry we
deliver bigger, better and bolder celebrations…EVERY.
SINGLE. TIME.
Peruse our charismatic collection of unique and
captivating venues; perfect for lavish weddings, intimate
parties, corporate events and everything in between.
With us, the difference is in the detail, which is why we
work to make sure every element is seamlessly executed.
With venues scattered throughout Melbourne, we
also have an ever expanding selection of bars, clubs,
restaurants and eateries, each with a style of their own.
From a nocturnal underground whiskey bar to family
friendly eateries, we have something to suit every style of
occasion, ambience and desired experience.
Engage Tommy Collins by Atlantic Group to cater your
next event in the location of your choosing. Think carefully
curated cocktails, meticulously manicured staff and
sophisticated yet ambitious menus. Completely crafted
to exceed every expectation; the potential is limitless.
At Atlantic Group we have a passion for parties, social
celebrations and memorable moments. One is never
enough. The true black sheep of the industry, we don’t
like repetition and we are ever so H O S P I T [A] B L E.
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VENUES
PENINSUL A
MAIÀ
SUMAC
SKE TCH
G ARDENS HOUSE

PENINSULA

MAIÀ

THE SCENE STEALER

T HE T REND SE T T ER

That chandelier. It’s 66 metres long - the longest in the
Southern Hemisphere (not that we’re comparing) and it’s
guaranteed to impress the most discerning of guests.

Pared back, rustic and striking. MAIÀ is the perfect union
of the modern and the historic. It’s industrial without being
cold. Raw but still sophisticated.

Inspired by London’s Tate Modern Museum, the space
features 9 metre high ceilings, floor to ceiling windows and
a sophisticated neutral colour palette ready to be stamped
with your own personal style.

With original loading doors, hand etched wooden
floorboards, and a cathedral style ceiling, the space is
equally impressive when left pared back as it is when styled.
The perfect balance of old and new makes this space
adaptable and complimentary to all grand plans.

The possibilities are endless. If you have big ideas or wild
dreams this space is where we can make them happen.
With a capacity to seat 1480 guests, this space is one of
the largest in Victoria. But don’t be intimidated by the size;
while Peninsula is expansive, it still retains a welcoming
elegance.

General and Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au
W : atlanticgroup.com.au

General and Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au
W : atlanticgroup.com.au

Shed 14, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
/atlanticgroupv

@atlanticgroup

Shed 14, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
/atlanticgroupv
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@atlanticgroup
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SUMAC

SKETCH

T HE C H A RI S M AT I C C RE AT U RE

THE LOVER OF LUXURY

Rich, warm, and inviting. Sumac blends modern design with
a Moroccan influence and sweeping curtains to create a
sense of intimacy in a large space.

As decadent as a black forest chocolate cake and just as
lavish. Sketch is unquestionably a memorable venue. Rich
purple and black tones give the space a distinctly dramatic
feel, while crystal chandeliers from Milan and crockery and
cutlery from Spain emphasize that no expense has been
spared.

With hand-etched floorboards, rich metal latticework and
splashes of fuchsia, this is a venue that transforms, easily
adapting to many different styles and tastes.

Views? This venue has one you should see. Located at the
end of the historic Dockland’s runway, Central Pier, floor
to ceiling windows offer a stunning outlook over the water
towards the city.

The intimate space is ambient and charismatic. Whether a
formal sit down dinner or luxe cocktail extravaganza, this
venue will showcase your vision perfectly.

General and Event Enquiries

General and Event Enquiries

T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au
W : atlanticgroup.com.au

T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au
W : atlanticgroup.com.au

Shed 14, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
/atlanticgroupv
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Shed 14, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
@atlanticgroup

/atlanticgroupv
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@atlanticgroup
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Cocktail
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GARDENS HOUSE
T HE N AT U R A L B E A U T Y

13

R E S TA U R A N T S

Built in 1854, this natural beauty is enchanting with her
polite values and sophisticated allure.
The private property is renowned for its raw splendour with
close proximity to the CBD. Strolling up the narrow garden
path, surrounded by precisely manicured plants and
foliage, guests are welcomed to the double story property
by a brilliant heritage façade and sprawling garden. From
within, this historical homestead has been transformed
to accommodate the most lavish of celebrations, intimate
soirées or secluded corporate retreats.

T HE AT L A N T I C MEL B O U RNE
MAMA RUMAAN
WOOLSHED

A second story balcony, spanning the width of the house,
looks out to yet another generous and breathtaking private
garden.
Complete with numerous rooms of varying sizes, this
property offers formal seated dining, black tie cocktail,
alfresco events and scenic ceremony backdrops.

General and Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au
W : atlanticgroup.com.au
Royal Botanic Gardens
Birdwood Ave, South Yarra 3141
/atlanticgroupv
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@atlanticgroup
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T H E AT L A N T I C
T HE C A P TA IN

An ocean to plate philosophy inspires everything we
do. Every morning, The Atlantic team hand-picks an
unrivalled selection of wild and sustainable fish, unique
oyster varieties and pristine shellfish to bring to today’s
menu.
Executive Chef, Nick Mahlook, has created a series
of menus designed to rouse the senses; from the
oyster bar and à la carte, through to the private dining
degustation menus. This harvest is complemented by
carefully sourced produce from Australia’s best local
and specialist suppliers.
Some may think it obsessive to hunt for the perfect
ingredient. For The Atlantic, it is a necessity.
Let us transport you back to the famous New York meat
packing district, with the hustle and bustle of the fish
markets adding interest and flavour to your vision.
Now add an uncompromising focus on excellence, the
selection of only the very best in fresh produce, and the
oceans strongest culinary captain, Nick Mahlook.
It is this spirit that infuses every aspect of The Atlantic,
from its design and ambiance, to service and cuisine; all
perfected in a magnificent waterfront location.
Exclusive Events:
The Atlantic is warm and inviting with a mixture of dark
tones, earthy textures and elegant fixtures.
Perfect for weddings, cocktail parties and lavish soirees,
the various nooks and intimate private dining areas can
be transformed to cater to an exclusive event spanning
the restaurant in its entirety.
Cosy and elegant, the water facing Terrace will provide
guests with stunning scenery of the Southbank Riverwalk
and city silhouette.

General Enquiries, Reservations
and Exclusive Events
T : +61 3 9698 8888
E : reservations@theatlantic.com.au
W : theatlantic.com.au
Crown Entertainment Complex
8 Whiteman St, Southbank, 3006
/theatlanticrest

@theatlanticrest

Hours
Sunday to Thursday
Lunch from 12:00pm – 3:00pm
Dinner from 6:00pm – 10:00pm
Friday
Lunch from 12:00pm – 3:00pm
Dinner from 6:00pm – 11:00pm
Saturday
Lunch from 12:00pm – 3:00pm
Dinner from 6:00pm – 11:00pm

Guests

14

Sit Down

250

Cocktail

400
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T H E AT L A N T I C

T H E AT L A N T I C

P RI VAT E D ININ G

OYST ER BAR & GRIL L

The Atlantic offers a truly unforgettable dining
experience. Numerous private and semi-private
dining rooms scattered throughout our ambient and
sophisticated space provide the perfect setting for your
next social celebration, intimate meeting or working
lunch.

Located in a cosy nook of The Atlantic resides
Melbourne’s answer to a casual yet sophisticated dining
experience. The Oyster Bar & Grill, drawing strong
influence from New York’s Grand Central Station Oyster
Bar, offers an unparalleled selection of oysters from
Australia’s premium growing regions.

Executive Chef, Nick Mahlook, can tailor a degustation
style menu just for you, while our sommelier can advise
of matching wines to accompany each course.

The perfect place for an express lunch or intimate dinner
before a night out, it further offers an array of fresh fish
and premium cuts of meat from the grill. Sashimi grade
fish appetisers are also available, as well as an array of
hot and cold seafood delicacies, soups and chowders.

The Engine Room

The Engine Room
Our premium Chef’s Table providing the ultimate
experience for guests wishing to experience the kitchen
theatre. Accommodating a recommended 12 guests on
one table, this room is fully encased in glass and offers
unobstructed views of the kitchen.

Enjoy fresh and express without compromising on
excellence, within our cosy seafood oasis.

The Cabins
Located in a hidden alcove, The Cabins features a
combination of chairs and banquettes as seating,
recommended for up to 24 guests along two tables. The
interiors feature pescatorially inspired soft furnishings,
exposed brick work, pipes, taps and a ship’s wheel, all
of which combined make this space especially unique.

The Cabins

Crown Entertainment Complex
8 Whiteman St, Southbank, 3006

The State Room
In a discreet corner of The Atlantic are the State Rooms
– East and West. Set against a backdrop of our finest
wines displayed in glass cases, the space is highly
flexible, accommodating a recommended 16 guests on
one table, or via a glass dividing wall can be broken into
2 intimate spaces, suited for up to 8 guests each.

/theatlanticrest

The State Room

The Terrace
Overlooking the Yarra River and directly situated
alongside the Crown Riverwalk, the Terrace offers
unobstructed views of the city skyline. Exclusively
available for up to 30 guests meticulously set along on
a long dining table. Partially covered and fully enclosed
this dining space offers heating for cooler months of
the year, or partial open windows and ceilings to take
advantage of those warmer Melbourne days.

General Enquiries, Reservations
and Exclusive Events
T : +61 3 9698 8888
E : reservations@theatlantic.com.au
W : theatlantic.com.au
Crown Entertainment Complex
8 Whiteman St, Southbank, 3006
/theatlanticrest
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@theatlanticrest

General Enquiries
T : +61 3 9698 8888
E : reservations@theatlantic.com.au
W : theatlantic.com.au

@theatlanticrest

Hours
Sunday to Thursday
12:00pm – 11:00pm
Friday
12:00pm – 1:00am
Saturday
12:00pm – 1:00am

The Terrace

Hours
Sunday to Thursday
Lunch from 12:00pm – 3:00pm
Dinner from 6:00pm – 10:00pm
Friday
Lunch from 12:00pm – 3:00pm
Dinner from 6:00pm – 11:00pm
Saturday
Lunch from 12:00pm - 3:00pm
Dinner from 6:00pm – 11:00pm
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WOOLSHED

MAMA RUMAAN
T HE FIERCE MAMA

RO
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THE JOVIAL LOCAL
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/mamarumaan

@mamarumaan

•

Shed 9, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008

UE

The menu celebrates traditional pub fare as well as
contemporary options with a specialty in aged meats, fresh
seafood and an extensive wine list showcasing over 150 of
the best varietals from Australia and New Zealand.

Exclusive Events:
This waterfront venue is perfect for those looking to hold
an event in a space that has a personality and character
of its own. Superbly located on Central Pier, the ambience
and waterfront views are only matched by Mama’s bold
traditional cuisine. Allow Mama to tailor a menu and
package for you based on your requirements, with the
option to include entertainment and shisha.

Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au

N

With its raw and exposed architecture, rustic charm
and waterfront views, Woolshed is a popular Docklands
watering hole. Warm and inviting, this local is a favourite
for social dining, drinks and exclusive events. Its extensive
menu features locally sourced produce with a modern
gastronomic twist.

The ambience is warm, aromatic and inviting and the food
is designed to be shared as you would amongst family.
Passionate about cooking with fresh produce and fragrant
spices, you will come hungry but in true mama style you will
leave satisfied.

General Enquiries and Reservations
T : +61 3 8623 9690
E : info@mamarumaan.com.au
W : mamarumaan.com.au

ED V
E

ANTIC

I AT

Meet Mama Rumaan, a fierce Arabic mama who has taken
up residence on Central Pier, Docklands. Bold, flavourful,
authentic cuisine overwhelms the menu. Inspired by
recipes of the generations before her, Mama Rumaan
embraces the lessons of her ancestors whilst introducing
new depths to these traditional mena flavours.

Exclusive Events:
Ideal for formal and informal gatherings, Woolshed offers
private spaces with panoramic harbour and Melbourne
cityscape views, while the other showcases the raw interior
of the venue with superb exposed ceilings and polished
concrete floors.

General and Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 386239641
E : eatndrink@woolshed.melbourne
W : www.woolshed.melbourne
Hours
Tuesday to Friday
Lunch from 12:00pm – 3:00pm
Dinner from 5:00pm – late
Saturday
Dinner from 5:00pm – late

Shed 9, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands, 3008
/woolshedmelbourne

@woolshedmelb

Hours
Sunday to Wednesday from 11:30am – 11:00pm
Thursday to Saturday from 11:30am – late

Sunday from 12:00pm - late
Monday Closed

Guests

18

Sit Down

60

Cocktail

180
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THE DEN
THE NIGHT DWELLER

20

BARS & CLUBS
Head underground to our ambient basement bar, The Den,
for dark, slinky subterranean playground that celebrates
the finer things in life.

THE DEN
ALUMBRA
MS COLLINS

Enjoy a night of escape and please every single sense
through the celebration of expertly crafted cocktails and
expansive selections of rare whiskies, vodkas and other
spirits from the finest distillers around the world.
This underground nook ensures it delivers all it promises
through opulent décor, an encyclopedic wine list, the city’s
top mixologists and live music. All you need to do is find
your niche, chaise or stool, settle in and get mixing.
Exclusive Events:
A highly flexible space, The Den is the perfect venue.
With the ability to book one or both of our versatile private
rooms for your next event, we provide the pleasure of
exceptional bar service, the music to set the tone and an
inviting ambience.

General and Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 9698 8888
E : reservations@theatlantic.com.au
W : theatlantic.com.au/the-den
Crown Entertainment Complex
8 Whiteman St, Southbank, 3006
(Located under The Atlantic restaurant)
/thedenbar

@thedenmelbourne

Captain’s Lair
Capacities

20

Hours
Sunday to Thursday from 5:30pm – 12:00am
Friday and Saturday from 5:30pm – 3:00am

30

The Back Section

The Entire Den

60

110
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ALUMBRA

THE SOCIALITE

T HE NE W YORKER

ANTIC
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45

70

300

Shed 9, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
(Located at the end of the pier)

Balcony
Central
Bar

Balcony
Side
Bar

Gallery

Loft

Trophy
Life

Show
Pony

LMC

130

100

50

80

30

20

80

/alumbra.melbourne

Capacities
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Ballroom Barber Champagne Lounge Balcony
Room
Bar
Shop
20

ED V
E
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@mscollinsmelb

60

I AT

General and Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9666
E : info@alumbra.com.au
W : alumbra.com.au

425 Collins St, Melbourne, 3000

250

ED V
E

Exclusive Events:
Flexible with numerous options for private spaces, Alumbra
is perfect for social gatherings, launches, after-parties
or corporate events. Each room within the venue offers
something unique, with the ability to cater to a range of
capacities.

General and Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8614 2222
E : info@mscollins.com.au
W : mscollins.com.au

Cocktail

O

Contemporary with uninterrupted harbour views, this night
dweller transforms from a casual bar to a pulsating club,
right through to a charismatic function space ideal for
social and corporate celebrations.

Exclusive Events:
Featuring a myriad of rooms that can be individually
tailored to your event and requirements, Ms Collins is the
perfect venue for your next event.

Main
Bar

UP ASS

C

I AT

Renowned as the city’s busiest intersection where
fashion, food, music and art collide, Ms Collins loves a
party. Charmingly elusive, this chameleon is a favourite
Melbourne restaurant, bar, club and exclusive event space.

Whole
Venue

RO

Perfectly positioned at the end of the historic Docklands
runway, Alumbra’s New York inspired fit out gives the sense
of stepping in to the bustling streets of NYC. Housed in
a 1914 heritage-listed cargo shed, Alumbra is an authentic
warehouse conversion. The interior is complete with
exposed brick walls, scaffolding installations, industrial
light fixtures and downtown street posters.

In the heart of the CBD resides the ever so loud and
bold Ms Collins. Perfectly positioned amongst the hub of
socialites on Collins Street, this historic building is raw in
its architecture, with hints of Melbourne splashed across
its grand interior.

/MsCollinsMelb
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MS COLLINS

@alumbra_melbourne

Whole Venue

Event
Space

Main
Bar

Sunset
Terrace

Harbourside
Terrace

Loft

The Super
VIP Loft

on application

300

250

200

80

50

20
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F I S H & C H I P P E RY B Y T H E AT L A N T I C
THE COOL SQUID ON THE BLOCK
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E AT E R I E S
FISH AND CHIPPERY
B Y T HE AT L A N T I C
MILL & BAKERY
GREENFIEL DS
MIDTOWN

The Atlantic’s little sibling sees celebrated seafood
extraordinaire Nick Mahlook’s skills brought to the masses,
in anything but your typical takeaway style.
Located on the picturesque Crown Riverwalk, right next
to its older familial, Fish & Chippery by The Atlantic offers
all your favourite fish and chip variations alongside select
classics infused with an impressive modern twist.
With the same food philosophy as The Atlantic, only the
freshest seasonal produce from the sea is served up in this
casual and vibrant, waterfront setting.
Tender salt and pepper calamari, tempura prawns, grilled or
beer battered catches of the day, platters of fresh oysters –
we are not your typical takeaway, sea for yourself!

General Enquiries
T : +61 3 9698 8880
W : fishandchippery.com.au
Crown Entertainment Complex
8 Whiteman St, Southbank, VIC 3006
(Access along the Crown Riverwalk,
next door to The Atlantic restaurant)
/fishandchippery

@fishandchippery

Hours
Sunday to Thursday 12:00pm – 9:30pm
Friday to Saturday 11:00am – 11:00pm

24
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GREENFIELDS

MILL & BAKERY

THE WHOLESOME ONE
RO
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C
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THE SWEE THEART
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This cosy waterfront retreat takes great pride in its
colourful display of assorted pastries, High Tea offering,
savoury lunch options and yummy sweets, complimented
by superb coffee and a friendly welcome.

•

Paying homage to local produce, the eatery provides a
broad range of options ensuring there is something for
everyone. Featuring an innovative selection of paleo
inspired items, plant based creations, raw food desserts
and healthy favourites. Whatever your taste – you will find
something to satisfy!

UE

Its interior, inspired by the European countryside and
completed with an assortment of vintage knickknacks
sourced from around Australia, creates a perfect setting.

N

Residing in Albert Park amongst Melbourne’s most affluent
suburbs, is the tranquil Greenfields. A sanctuary in the
middle of Melbourne where people from all walks of life
can escape and enjoy life’s simple pleasures.

ED V
E

ANTIC

I AT

Mill & Bakery, a charming artisan bread house located
on the stunning waterfront of Central Pier, Docklands,
delights residents, workers and visitors alike with delicious
tastes of Europe daily.

Exclusive Events:
Positioned within the Albert Park Lake precinct, the venue
sits adjacent to a superb golf course and enjoys expansive
views of the lake and manicured course grounds. This
establishment combines a neutral colour palette with
beautiful interior features, exuding a raw and earthy appeal.

Exclusive Events
Set on the waterfront, Mill & Bakery has become a highly
sought after venue for social celebrations. Warm and
inviting with a prominent display of delicious artisan
breads, pastries and cakes, Mill & Bakery can be booked
exclusively for a private function, or alternatively you can
book a non-exclusive High Tea experience with us for
smaller groups.

General and Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 9510 8416
E : hello@greenfieldslbertpark.com.au
W : greenfieldsalbertpark.com.au

General, Wholesale and Celebration Cake
Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9693
E : enquiries@millandbakery.com.au
W : millandbakery.com.au

Hours
Monday to Sunday from 7:00am – 5:00pm

Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9600
E : info@atlanticgroup.com.au

/millandbakery

@millandbakery

26

/GreenfieldsAlbertPark

@greenfieldsalbertpark

Hours
Wednesday to Sunday from 8:00am - 4:00pm

Shed 9, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008

Capacities

35 – 37 Lakeside Drive, Albert Park, 3206

Sit Down

Cocktail

60

120

Main Room

Lakeside Bar

Entire Venue

Sit Down

230

40

N/A

Cocktail

400

100

800
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M I D TOW N
T HE HEROIC VEN T URE

29

D E S T I N AT I O N
C AT E R I N G

Step across the Pacific Ocean directly into this stylish little
New York City inspired hospitality offering.
This two storey pop-up entails a classic gritty diner on the
lower level and a modern-day speakeasy on the rooftop.
Drawing style inspiration from the old-school New York City
diners lining the fast-walking and tough-talking streets of
Marvel’s eponymous Midtown, Manhattan, this hospitality
hotspot injects the perfect amount of New York City life into
Melbourne’s own Midtown.
Midtown has flown into Melbourne for a limited time only to
accompany the world-class immersive experience Marvel’s
Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N. Tommy Collins by Atlantic Group
are there to ensure all agents are nourished following their
interactive training.

TOMMY COLLINS
B Y AT L A N T I C G RO U P

Stark but stylish. This gritty eatery encompasses only the best
parts of the classic American diner. Be immersed in burgers,
sundaes and of course the infamous shawarma.
With interiors that meet somewhere between retro and art
deco there’s a spot to enjoy a casual meal, a takeaway snack
or entertain in the private dining vault for Marvel fans and
Melbournians alike.
Exclusive Events:
With the breathtaking views of Melbourne’s CBD skyline this
rooftop needs no dressing up. The clear span roof, timber and
navy blue space allow a neutral platform to base your event.
This multifaceted space can function to serve a cocktail party,
a client entertaining space or a dinner under the stars.

Hours
Monday to Wednesday from 10:30am – 6:30pm
Thursday from 10:30am – 6:30pm
Friday to Saturday from 9:30am - 11:00pm
Sunday from 9:30am - 6:30pm
/midtownau

28

@midtownau

Diner Enquiries
T : +6 13 8803 9826
E : hello@midtowndiner.com.au
W : www.midtowndiner.com.au
Exclusive event enquiries
T : +6 13 8623 9500
E: info@tommycollinsag.com.au
W : www.midtowndiner.com.au
The Paddock, Federation Square
Batman Avenue, Melbourne 3000

TO M M Y C O L L I N S B Y AT L A N T I C G RO U P
THE MISCHIEF MAKERS

Tommy Collins by Atlantic Group is about curating one
off event experiences in the location of your choice.
Whether you have one in mind or just a specific concept
created deep within your imagination, this talented
team can turn anything in to a reality.
Completely tailored to fit even the most eccentric of
briefs, the potential is limitless. Have you been dreaming
/ (pinteresting images) of an intimate mood lit wedding
under the stars on a sprawling private estate? Or perhaps
you’re envisioning a lavish birthday bash atop a CBD
rooftop overlooking a stunning city silhouette? Maybe
it’s the launch of a new brand and you want to create
an experience that shatters and exceeds the stereotype.
Our dynamic team comes armed with bow ties, style,
ideas, creativity, passion and charisma. Who says
chivalry is dead? Meet the new breed of mischief with
manners. It’s that big bang of mature meets madness;
sophistication meets spunk; black sheep meets bow
ties.
Tommy Collins by Atlantic Group are a bunch of food
fanatic, trend setting, laughter loving, event enthusiasts
(aka The Lads). Led by hospitality visionary Hatem Saleh
of Atlantic Group in conjunction with the talented
Tommy McIntosh and Ben Avramides duo of Tommy
Collins, Melbourne has never experienced an approach
to catering quite like this.
Crafted to perfection, the event experience is a one off,
never to be repeated, party to end all parties. Each and.
Every. Single. Time.
Let us show you how to soirée our way.

General and Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 8623 9500
E : info@tommycollinsag.com.au
W : tommycollinsag.com.au
Shed 9, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
/tommycollinsag

30

@tommycollinsag
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Shed 9, 161 Harbour Esplanade,
Central Pier, Docklands 3008
+61 3 8623 9600

|

info@atlanticgroup.com.au

@atlanticgroup

|

www.atlanticgroup.com.au

